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The attached BILL titled, General Education Committee Report #2017-18-2 was adopted by vote of the Faculty Senate on October 19, 2017.

The Bill is effective on the date of signature below.

Mark Conley  
Chairperson of the Faculty Senate  
October 19, 2017
At the October 5, 2017 meeting of the General Education Committee, the following matters were considered and are now presented to the Faculty Senate.

**COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES:**

**LAN 220, Understanding Languages in Cultural Context**
(3 crs.) Introduction to understanding the interaction of language and cultures from a linguistic perspective. Topics include cultural analysis, intercultural pragmatics, linguistics, sociolinguistics. (Lec. 3) (A2) (C3)

*Change from partial A1-STEM to full A1*

**MTH 142, Calculus II**
(4 crs.) Continues the study of calculus for the elementary algebraic and transcendental functions of one variable. Topics include the techniques of integration, improper integrals, application in physics, and calculus using polar coordinates. (Lec. 4) Pre: C- or better in MTH 141 or permission of chairperson. Not open to students with credit or concurrent enrollment in 132. (B3) (A1)

**HONORS PROGRAM:**

**HPR 224G, Honors Colloquium in Soc. Science and Civic Knowledge**
(3 crs.) HPR Honors Colloquia may be repeated for a maximum of 8 credits. Topics include: Trekonomics: Life and Economics in a Post-Sarcity World. (Lec. 3) Pre: GPA of 3.4 or above and one completed honors course, or permission of the director of the honors program. (A2) (C1) (GC)